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detroit diesel s series 60 ranked second best
diesel engine May 22 2024
detroit mich detroit diesel corporation s flagship series 60 heavy duty
diesel engine was recently recognized by diesel power magazine as the no
2 ranked best diesel engine ever list compiled by the publication the no
1 ranking went to rudolph diesel s first working diesel engine

detroit legacy engines demand detroit detroit
diesel Apr 21 2024
the first fully electronically controlled heavy duty diesel engine only
from detroit the most successful detroit diesel engine ever produced the
series 60 was also the first engine in the world to fully utilize
electronic engine controls learn more about the series 60

history of the series 60 more 10 4 magazine Mar
20 2024
even though the detroit diesel series 60 was discontinued in 2011 it s
still one of the most common engines for class 8 trucks some may not
know about the fascinating story behind these engines

detroit series 60 life expectancy and common
problems Feb 19 2024
the detroit series 60 is an inline four stroke diesel engine it was the
first heavy duty engine with an electrical control system in on highway
engines the detroit series 60 also had a unique camshaft arrangement

first look detroit diesel series 60 boats com
Jan 18 2024
this was the opportunity detroit diesel grasped to show its new pleasure
rated series 60 marine engine to the press and public for the first time
rated for recreational applications at 522 kw 700 horsepower at 2 300
rpm the 12 7 liter in line six cylinder engine was originally developed
by gm for automotive and off road applications in 1987

detroit diesel 60 series model identification
chart Dec 17 2023
need help identifying series 60 detroit diesel engines check out our
online detroit diesel identification charts we also supply detroit
diesel parts with online ordering
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